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Motivation and objectives

1) Coordination within the EU: comprehensive online database

2) SDG7: baseline for financial contribution by the EU (EC+MSs)

3) Visibility for the European contribution on energy in development
Approach

- OECD DAC CRS
- 2010 - 2014
- Energy
- EU Inst. & MS
- Reported Commitments
- Data base for analysis
- Stakeholder interviews
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Database entry scheme

Filters can be set by clicking on them.

Columns can be ordered.

Items can be clicked to see further information.

>>> See statistics on filtered initiatives

EEEI PDF

Initiatives Statistics

Filter: Value
Reference Period: 2012-2014
Budget: >1 Mio €
Region: Tanzania

Name | Agency | Donor | Year | Budget | Region
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Ini #3 | A23, A4 | Germany | 2013 | 2 Mio € | Tanzania
Ini #77 | A1 | Denmark | 2012 | 0.4 Mio € | Tanzania
Ini #101 | A10, A2, A23 | USA | 2012 | 5.5 Mio € | Tanzania

Information on selected item

<<< See initiatives

Budget per agency

Budget per target dimension

Budget per donor
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Key findings – Overall EU energy related ODA

22 billion €
(commitments for the period of 2010 – 2014)

3,240 projects and programmes
(quantity of reported activities)

8 %
(of overall European ODA in the period 2010 – 2014 (287 billion €))
Key findings – Overall global energy related ODA

- 8 bn €
- 14 bn €
- 16 bn €
- 54 bn €

Legend:
- EU institutions
- EU member states
- Bilateral non-EU
- Other multilateral
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Key findings – Thematic areas of intervention

- Renewable energy (42%)
- Transmission and distribution (29%)
- Policy, research and training (15%)
- Non-renewable energy (14%)
Key findings – Partner regions

- Asia (24%)
- Africa (37%)
- America (11%)
- Oceania (0.2%)
- Europe (19%)
- Unspecified/Intercontinental (8%)
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Key findings – Partner countries

Legend

Energy related commitments
- < 1,000,000 €
- < 10,000,000 €
- < 100,000,000 €
- < 500,000,000 €
- < 1,000,000,000 €
- < 2,100,000,000 €
- Non-recipients
Key findings – Type of financial assistance

- Loan (74%)
- Grant (22%)
- Equity (3%)
- Interest subsidy (0.3%)
Possible next steps: Low-hanging fruits

I. SDG7: follow-up analysis of the increases in financial contributions

II. Coordination: using the database and updating it

III. Additional analyses based on existing OECD data (e.g. on specific regions, use of financing instruments by country/region, dimensions financed, etc.)
Possible next steps: Adapt OECD reporting system

I. Add categories for SDG7 – Energy Access and Energy Efficiency

II. Add new financing categories to capture „private sector instruments“ (e.g. guarantees, subordinated debt)

III. Cover multi-donor projects in an aggregate way (currently fragmented by individual donor contributions)
Possible next steps: coordination in EU and beyond

I. Online database for EU-level coordination
II. Country-level reports / databases based on OECD data
III. Coordination of ongoing mapping initiatives (AREI; AEEP; TAF)
Ideas for further analysis

1. Follow-up study: analysis of private sector support instruments and funds leveraging potential
2. Assessment of investment required for achieving SDG7 vs. allocation of development funds to identify key funding gaps
   • Case study of a selected country/region
3. Focus on multi-donor projects
   • Platform / Donor-specific analyses on request
Thank you for your attention!

Questions & Discussion

The Partnership Dialogue Facility (EUEI PDF) currently receives contributions from the European Commission, Austria, Finland, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Sweden.

EUEI PDF is an instrument of the EU Energy Initiative (EUEI).